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Related work
• Surface Area Heuristic (SAH)
– A way to estimate the performance of ray tracing
– The SAH cost of a given acceleration structure is
• The expected cost of tracing a non-terminating random ray
through a scene
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Explenation of equation

Equation

Explanation
•
•
•
•
•
•

𝐼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐿 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠.
𝐶𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑙 are their associated traversal costs
𝐶𝑡 = 𝑅𝑎𝑦 − 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑁 𝑙 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑙
𝐴 𝑛 is the surface area of the BV in node n
The ratio A(n)/A(root) corresponds to the conditional
probability that a random ray intersecting the root is
also going to intersect n.

•
•

In this paper, Ci = 1.2, Cl = 0, and Ct = 1
The authors claim to have verified experimentally that
these costs give the highest correlation with measured
performance.

Related Work
Classical method

Approximate methods

• Greedy top-down
partition

• Binned SAH
• Linear BVH
– Parallelable on GPU
– HLBVH

Related Work
BVH Optimization

Triangle Splitting

•

•

•

Research into optimizing existing
BVH
Local tree rotations
–

•

Prone to getting stuck in Local
Optimums (due to few variations)
• Solved by stochastic methods that
converge too slow.

Removing nodes and re-inserting
into optimal location
–
–

Due to a lot of different variations, it
takes a lot longer to get stuck
Is fundamentally serial, however.

Splitting large triangles can improve BVH
quality significantly
–

•
•
•

In scenes with large variance in triangle size

One way is to split along the triangles longest
axis if their area exceeds a certain threshold
Another way is to split triangle edges based
on the volume of their AABB.
A better approach is to incorporate triangle
splitting directly into the top-down construction
algorithm.
–
–

SBVH works by considering spatial splits in
addition to conventional partitioning of triangles.
Spatial splits correspond to duplicate triangles
that intersect a given split plane, so that each
resulting triangle reference lies strictly on either
side of the plane.

Overview

INSTEAD OF LOOKING AT TREE ROTATIONS
ON INDIVIDUAL NODES, WE EXTEND THE
CONCEPT TO LARGER NEIGHBORHOODS OF
NODES.
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A TREELET IS DEFINED AS THE COLLECTION
OF IMMEDIATE DESCENDANTS OF A GIVEN
TREELET ROOT, CONSISTING OF N LEAF
NODES, AND N – 1 TREELET INTERNAL NODES.

Overview
•
•

The authors intuition is that the number of possible modifications plays a
more important role than individual tree modifications of a global nature.
The basic idea is to repeatedly form treelets and restructure their nodes to
minimize the SAH cost
–
–

•

Restructuring a treelet can be seen as discarding its existing internal
nodes.
–

•

In other words, restructuring reduce the surface area of the internal nodes

Finding the optimal node topology is believed to be NP-hard
–
–
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Treelet and their associated subtrees are kept intact
• Subtrees need not be considered when optimizing
• Only Leaf nodes and their AABBs
Processing of treelets are a perfectly localized operation

Best known algorithms are exponential w.r.t. n
However, treelets need not be very large in practice. (for example, n = 7 gives 10395
unique ways.)
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Processing stages
•

High-level:
–

•

Construct initial BVH, optimize
topology, apply final post-processing

Initial BVH is constructed using 60bit Morton codes to ensure accurate
spatial partitioning for large scenes
–
–

Each leaf node stores a single
triangle reference, this property is
kept throughout the optimization
Since size of leaves can significantly
impact ray tracing performance, we
opt to collapse individual subtrees
into leaf nodes during post-process

•
•

•

•

The SAH cost of a given subtree
is calculated using equation (2)
The first case corresponds
making the subtree into an
internal node
The second case corresponds to
collapsing the subtree into a
single leaf node.
N(n) and C(n) are initialized
during the AABB fitting step.

Optimization
•

•

In the optimization stage, the idea is to
restructure the topology of multiple treelets
in parallel, forming one treelet for each
node of the BVH.
A parallel bottom-up traversal algorithm by
Karras is used to enumerate the nodes.
–

–
–

–

The algorithm traverses paths from the leaf
nodes to the root in parallel, using atomic
counters to terminate the first thread to
enter a given node while allowing the
second one to proceed.
This ensures that we when we visit each
node, all its descendants have been visited.
We can therefore restructure each
descendants without the danger of other
threads attempting to access them at the
same time
We also get a natural way to propagate C(n)
up the tree

•
•
•

The traversal algorithm has a very low
SIMD utilization, because most threads
terminate quickly
Since the restructuring is computationally
expensive, we would like to run it at full
utilization
Instead of performing the restructuring
independently by each thread, we use a
group of 32 threads to collaboratively
process one treelet at a time
–

–

Since every treelet occupies 32 threads
instead of one, we need only a few treelets
processing simultaneously to have full
utilization of the GPU
As such, each treelet has more on-chip
memory when processing, and scalability of
the algorithm is improved.

Post-processing
•

•
•

The final post-processing stage
identifies the subtrees to be
collapsed into leaves, collects their
triangles into linear lists, and outputs
them in a format suitable for Woop’s
intersection test
We identify the subtrees by looking
at the value of C(n) for each node
If we determine that the value
corresponds to the second case in
Equation 2 but the same is not true
for the ancestors of n, we proceed to
collapse the node

•

Triangle splitting
– To match the quality of existing
split-based methods, an optional
triangle splitting stage is
included at the start
– The triangle splitting is restricted
by allocating space for a fixedpercentage of newly created
triangle references.
– We then split as many triangles
as we can before we reach this
threshold.
– Duplicates are removed.

Tree Restructuring
Treelet formation

Naïve Optimization

• Start with root node and its
two children
• Choose leaf node with
largest surface area, turn
that into an internal node.

• We wish to construct the
optimal binary tree for a
treelets leaves.
• Seen on next slide

– Adding its children as new
leaf nodes

• Repeat until we reach the
desired amount of leaf
nodes

Tree Restructuring

Tree Restructuring
Dynamic programing
•

The naïve algorithm is woefully
inefficient
–

•

N = 7 results in a total of 1.15 million
recursive function calls

Three important modifications:
–
–

–

Remove recursion and perform the
computation in a pre-determined
order
Represent S and P as bitmasks,
where each bit indicates whether the
corresponding leaf is included in the
set
Memoize the optimal solution for
each subset, using bit-masks as
array indices

• We need solutions to all
subproblems in order to
solve the full problem
– We solve small
subproblems first and
build on their results to
solve the larger ones

Memory space considerations
•

Placing a, Copt, and p¯opt in
shared memory using 4 bytes
per element would exceed our
budget by a factor of 2.
– We notice, however, that 𝑎[𝑠]ҧ is
only needed to calculate 𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑡 [𝑠].
ҧ
– We can therefore overlay them
into the same array.
– We also not that the elements of
𝑝ҧ𝑜𝑝𝑡 are 7-bit integers, so we
can save memory by storing
them as bytes.

•

•

We also need to keep track of
the bounding volumes, SAH
costs, triangle counts, children,
and identities of the nodes.
This data is stored in the
register file so that each thread
store the values corresponding
to one node.
– We utilize the shuffle compiler
intrinsic that allows reading
registers of other threads in the
same warp at a low cost.

Triangle Splitting
• Triangle splitting is important in scenes where
triangle sizes are not spread out uniformly
– As in, high variance in triangle sizes across the scene

• Splitting triangles can be beneficial, but we can not
predict how a split will affect the BVH in the end.
– To overcome this, the article aims to perform splits using
carefully crafted heuristics to only perform beneficial splits.
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Parallel Implementation
•

•

The most computationally
intensive part in processing a
treelet is finding the optimal
partitioning for each subset of
its leaves. (lines 10-23 in (2))
There are no dependencies
between subsets of the same
size, so one way to parallelize
would be to repeatedly pick
one subset for each thread,
until subsets of the given size
has been processed.

Triangle Splitting
•
•

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝛽 ∗ 𝑚
𝑠𝑡 = 𝐷 ∗ 𝑝𝑡

•

𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 =

•

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗ σ

•

We bisect the interval iteratievely
replacing either Dmax or Dmin with
their average, Davg, depending on
whether we would exceed our split
budget.
Through experimentation, 6 rounds
of bisection ensures that the number
of splits stays within 1% of smax.

•

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
σ 𝑝𝑡
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗𝑝𝑡

• 𝑝𝑡 = heuristic
Priority
• D = chosen scale
factor
• D is chosen to be
as large as
possible, so long as
σ 𝑠𝑡 ≤ 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

Heuristics
• Split plane selection
– Due to how the initial
BVH is constructed, we
have a good idea of
which split planes to
consider.
– A good way to split any
given AABB is
according to the most
important spatial
median plane that it
intersects.

•

Ideal area
–

–
–

To estimate how much the
representation of a particular triangle
can be improved, we calculate the
lowest total surface area Aideal of
the representative AABBs that we
can hope to reach through splitting.
d1 and d2 are edge direction vectors
of the triangle. ||*||1 indicates the L
norm.
Each component of the cross product
is equal to twice the area of a
particular 2D projection. As a
consequence, the result essentially
represents the sum of 6 such areas,
one for each face of the boxes.

Triangle Priortity
•
•
•

•

i is the importance of the
dominant spatial median plane
intersected by the triangle
Aaabb is the surface area of
the original AABB
X and Y are free parameters.
X=2 and Y = 1/3 has been
found to give the best results
in practice.
Where both i and Aaabb –
Aideal are high is where the
splits should be concentrated.

Results
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